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1 Introduction

When we compactify string theory on a d-torus, T d, T-duality leads to an O(d, d) symmetry
group (for superstrings the group is larger but contains O(d, d)). While the exact symmetry
is O(d, d;Z), the massless sector of the theory displays a global O(d, d;R) symmetry [1, 2].
Double Field Theory (DFT) [3–5] is an attempt to make this duality symmetry manifest
already before compactification.1 To achieve this one doubles the dimension, replacing
xm → XM = (x̃m, x

m), where the doubled coordinates XM are rotated by O(D,D)
(D = 10 for superstrings and D = 26 for the bosonic string). The equivalence to the
original D-dimensional description is ensured by imposing an O(D,D) invariant section
condition which effectively eliminates half of the coordinates. Here we will work in a setting
where the section condition is solved in the standard way. Namely we take XM = (0, xm)
and correspondingly ∂M = (0, ∂m). This is equivalent to working in generalized geometry
where the tangent and cotangent bundle of the manifold are unified [12, 13]. In particular
the structure group will consist of two copies of the Lorentz group SO(D − 1, 1).

DFT leads to a reformulation of supergravity, which is very useful for certain types of
questions. However, it is not so clear whether this formalism can work when α′-corrections
are included (unless one restricts to the compactified situation). One reason to expect
that it would be difficult to describe higher derivative corrections is the absence of an

1See also [6–8] for earlier work. Nice reviews include [9–11].
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O(D,D) covariant Riemann tensor [14]. Conversely, if it worked to higher orders in α′ the
large O(D,D) symmetry could prove very powerful in restricting the form of α′-corrections
and organizing them. Indeed, in a remarkable paper [15] Marqués and Núñez showed
that the O(D,D) covariant formulation can capture the first order α′-correction to the
bosonic and heterotic string.2 The corrections come about through a Green-Schwarz like
modification of the double Lorentz transformations. This correction in fact induces a whole
tower of α′-corrections, by requiring the closure of the corrected transformations, and the
resulting terms have the right form to be able to account also for the α′2-corrections to the
bosonic and heterotic string [21, 22].3 Recently these results have been used to find the
order α′ correction to generalizations of T-duality known as non-abelian and Poisson-Lie
T-duality [24–26] and closely related integrable deformations of the string sigma model [27]
(see also [28, 29]).

Given the success in describing the first α′-corrections to the bosonic and heterotic
string in an O(D,D) covariant way, it is natural to ask whether it can work to even higher
orders in α′. This is the question we will address here. Unfortunately, though perhaps not
too surprisingly, the answer appears to be no.

To attack this problem we set up a systematic procedure for constructing O(D,D) in-
variants in the frame-like formulation of DFT. In this formulation O(D,D) (and generalized
diffeomorphism) invariance is manifest and the non-trivial problem is to construct higher-
derivative terms which are invariant under (corrected) double Lorentz transformations.
The key idea is to work order by order in fields, which simplifies the required calculations a
lot. The simplest invariant to construct is the two-derivative action itself. At the next or-
der in α′ we have an invariant which starts as the Riemann tensor squared. We show that
constructing this invariant, we find precisely the α′-correction to the O(D,D) invariant
Lagrangian found in [15]. Our procedure also uniquely fixes the required correction to the
double Lorentz transformations, which was taken as input in [15]. This demonstrates the
(expected) uniqueness of the R2 correction (up to the free parameter interpolating between
the heterotic and bosonic case). We then look for invariants involving higher powers of the
Riemann tensor, namely R3 and R4. We show that there is no R3 invariant. Such terms
are known to appear in the bosonic string effective action at order α′2 [23], but our findings
are consistent with this since such terms will be generated as part of the R2 invariant by
requiring the corrected Lorentz transformations to close to higher orders in α′ [22].

Finally we come to the most interesting case of the R4 invariant at order α′3 (four
loops in σ-model perturbation theory). This is the first correction in the case of the type
II string and takes the following form [30–32]

S(3) = α′3ζ (3)
3 · 213

∫
d10x
√
−Ge−2Φ

[(
t8t8 + 1

4ε8ε8

)
R4 +H-terms

]
, (1.1)

2Previous works on α′-corrections in DFT include [16–20].
3More precisely, the R2-terms depend on two parameters, a and b, where b = 0 (or a = 0) gives the

heterotic R2-terms and a = b gives the bosonic ones. The induced α′2-terms have coefficients a2, b2 and
ab and if the ab-terms contain R3 while the a2 and b2 ones don’t, this would match the form of these
corrections in the bosonic and heterotic case [23]. A detailed check of this remains to be done.
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where t8t8R4 denotes

ta1···a8
8 tb1···b8

8 Ra1a2b1b2Ra3a4b3b4Ra5a6b5b6Ra7a8b7b8 (1.2)

and similarly for ε8ε8R
4. As customary we have defined ε8 so that

εa1···a8
8 εb1···b8

8 = 1
2ε

a1···a8cdεb1···b8
cd (1.3)

and t8 is defined by

tabcdefghM
ab
1 M cd

2 M ef
3 Mgh

4 = 8 tr(M1M2M3M4)−2 tr(M1M2) tr(M3M4)+cyclic(234) (1.4)

for anti-symmetric matrices M1,2,3,4. The same terms also occur (along with other terms)
for the heterotic string [33, 34] and the bosonic string [35]. The fact that, unlike the lower
corrections, it is proportional to the transcendental number ζ(3) means that it cannot be
part of the lower invariants and must be independent. Interestingly we find that O(D,D)
invariance fixes precisely the correct t8t8-structure of the quartic Riemann terms, at the
leading order in fields. However, when we analyze the conditions further, we find that it is
not possible to complete this invariant at the fifth order in fields preserving global O(D,D)
and local Lorentz symmetry. Therefore, imposing O(D,D) symmetry before compactifica-
tion, as is typically done in DFT, is not consistent with the string α′-expansion at order
α′3. Let us emphasize that our results do not imply that there is any problem with the
duality symmetry in the compactified theory. Indeed, restricting to backgrounds with d

commuting isometries, it should be possible to express everything in an O(d, d) covariant
way, as was done at order α′ in [36] (see also [37, 38]). Indeed, this could be very useful to
fix the form of higher α′-corrections, for example T-duality on a circle has been recently
argued to fix the form of the string effective action uniquely to order α′3 [39, 40].

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. After introducing what we need
from the flux formulation of DFT in section 2 we analyze the problem of constructing
O(D,D) invariants at the leading order in the number of fields in section 3. We then go
to the subleading order and, after showing how the two-derivative action is recovered, we
formulate necessary conditions for the higher leading invariants to extend to the subleading
order in fields. In section 5 we analyze the R2 invariant and show that we recover the first
α′ correction of [15] including the required correction to the Lorentz transformations. Next
we show that there is no (independent) R3 invariant, while in section 7 we analyze the case
of R4 and show that while consistency requires it to take the expected form involving the
tensor t8 further analysis reveals an obstruction to completing it with terms of fifth order
in fields. We end with some conclusions.

2 Elements of the O(D,D) covariant formulation

Here we will introduce the elements of the O(D,D) covariant formulation of DFT, which
we will need. We will use the frame-like formulation of DFT [3, 41, 42], where the structure
group consists of two copies of the Lorentz group. More specifically we use the so-called
flux formulation of [15, 43]. Throughout we assume that the section condition

∂MY ∂MZ = 0 (2.1)
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for any Y, Z, is solved in the standard way, taking ∂M = (0, ∂m), so that we are really just
working with a rewriting of (super)gravity4 as in generalized geometry.

The basic building block is the generalized (inverse) vielbein parametrized as

EA
M = 1√

2

(
e(+)a

m − e(+)anBnm e(+)am

−e(−)
am − e(−)

a
nBnm e

(−)
a

m

)
. (2.2)

It transforms under O(D,D) as EA
M (X) → EA

N (XR)RN
M , with RN

M a constant
O(D,D) matrix, and under double Lorentz transformations as EA

M → ΛA
BEB

M with
Λ non-constant and block-diagonal Λ = (Λ(+), Λ(−)). The two sets of vielbeins e(±) for
the metric Gmn transform independently as Λ(±)e(±) under the two Lorentz-group factors.
To go to the standard supergravity picture one fixes the gauge e(+) = e(−) = e, leaving
only one copy of the Lorentz-group. The dilaton Φ is encoded in the generalized dilaton d
defined as

e−2d = e−2Φ√−G . (2.3)

There are two constant metrics, the O(D,D) metric ηAB and the generalized metric HAB,
which take the form

ηAB = ηAB =
(
η̂ 0
0 −η̂

)
, HAB =

(
η̂ 0
0 η̂

)
, (2.4)

where η̂ = (−1, 1, . . . , 1) is the D-dimensional Minkowski metric. From these we build the
projection operators

PAB
± = 1

2
(
ηAB ±HAB

)
. (2.5)

The flat tangent space indices A,B, . . . are raised(lowered) with ηAB(ηAB), while the gen-
eralized vielbein is used to convert between these indices and coordinate indices M,N, . . ..5

We define the derivative with a flat index as

∂A = EA
M∂M , ∂M = (0, ∂m) . (2.6)

The diffeomorphism and B-field gauge transformation invariant information in the
generalized vielbein is contained in the generalized fluxes defined as

FABC = 3∂[AEB
MEC]M , FA = ∂BEB

MEAM + 2∂Ad . (2.7)

They are manifestly O(D,D) invariant and they are the basic building blocks from which to
construct an O(D,D) invariant action. The generalized fluxes satisfy the following Bianchi
identities

4∂[AFBCD] = 3F[AB
EFCD]E , 2∂[AFB] = −(∂C − FC)FABC . (2.8)

4The formalism we are using can describe the bosonic low-energy string effective action or (the bosonic
sector of) the heterotic string effective action with the gauge fields set to zero. There exists a simple
extension to include Ramond-Ramond fields (and fermions) and describe also type II strings, e.g. [44–46].

5In particular we have the usual expressions for the O(D,D) metric and the generalized metric in a
coordinate basis

ηMN = EA
MηABEB

N =
(

0 1
1 0

)
, HMN = EA

MHABEB
N =

(
G−BG−1B BG−1

−G−1B G−1

)
.
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We also have
[∂A, ∂B] = FABC ∂

C . (2.9)

Using the projection operators (2.5) we can split the generalized fluxes into different
components. We will use a notation where we denote indices projected with P+(P−) by
over(under)lining them. The components of the generalized fluxes are

Fa , Fa , Fabc , Fabc , Fabc , Fabc . (2.10)

We will also do the same for the derivatives, e.g. ∂a = (P+E)a
m∂m. In this formulation

O(D,D) invariance is manifest and so is diffeomorphism and B-field gauge transformation
invariance. The price we pay for this is that local (double) Lorentz invariance is far from
manifest. In fact the generalized fluxes transform similarly to connections as

δFABC = 3∂[AλBC] + 3λ[A
DFBC]D , δFA = ∂BλBA + λA

BFB , (2.11)

for an infinitesimal transformation Λ = 1+λ. Using the fact that the non-zero components
of λ are λ(+)

ab
and λ(−)

ab the non-trivial transformations under λ(+) are

δFabc = 3∂[aλbc]+3λ[a
dFbc]d , δFabc = ∂aλbc+λa

dFdbc+2λ[b
dF|ad|c] , δFa = ∂bλba+λa

bFb ,

(2.12)
and under λ(−) the same with over-/underlined indices exchanged

δFabc = 3∂[aλbc]+3λ[a
dFbc]d , δFabc = ∂aλbc+λa

dFdbc+2λ[b
dF|ad|c] , δFa = ∂bλba+λa

bFb .

(2.13)
To construct O(D,D) invariants, we need to find combinations of these six fields and their
derivatives, which are invariant under the above transformations.6 Normally we would
solve this problem by constructing covariant field strengths. However, in the present case
such quantities don’t exist. In particular, to leading order in fields, the would-be field
strength of Fabc, i.e. 4∂[aFbcd], vanishes by the Bianchi identities (2.8). These also imply
that the would-be field strength of Fa also does not exist. Finally, for Fabc, which is similar
to the spin connection, we can define the “curvature” [47]7

Rabcd = 2∂[aFb]cd − FabeF
e
cd − 2F[a|c|

eFb]ed , (2.14)

which transforms as

δRabcd = 2λ[a
eR|e|b]cd + 2λ[c

eR|abe|d] − Fecd∂
eλab + Feab∂

eλcd . (2.15)

This is the closest we can come to a Riemann tensor, however the last two terms in the
transformation show that it is not a Lorentz covariant object. Note however that at the
leading order in fields it does behave like the Riemann tensor, δRabcd ∼ 0, a fact that will
be important later. Before proceeding to the construction of invariants, we will briefly
describe the linearization of the generalized vielbein.

6A direct argument that generalized diffeomorphism invariance requires the Lagrangian to be expressed
in terms of the generalized fluxes, using the tools introduced in the next section, is provided in appendix A.

7Exchanging the over(under)lined indices leads to the same object up to a sign due to the Bianchi iden-
tities.
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2.1 Linearized level

At some points in our calculations it will be convenient to linearize around flat space.
Taking

Gmn = ηmn + hmn , Bmn = bmn , (2.16)

where hmn and bmn are the linear fluctuations of the metric and B-field, we find

EA
M = E

(0)M
A + êA

M (2.17)

where

E
(0)M
A = 1√

2
(δM

A + ηABδ
B
Nη

NM ) , êA
M = 1√

2

(
1
2h

a
m − ba

m −1
2h

am

−1
2ham − λam − bam −1

2ha
m + λa

m

)
(2.18)

where λab are the parameters of the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation relating the two
vielbeins, e(−) ∼ (1 + λ)e(+) ∼ 1 + 1

2h+ λ. It is convenient to define

êAB ≡ êA
ME

(0)
BM = −1

2

(
bab −ha

b + ba
b

ha
b + ba

b bab + 2λab

)
. (2.19)

Note that it is anti-symmetric, êAB = ê[AB]. The linearization of the three-index generalized
flux FABC in (2.7) becomes

FABC = 3∂[AêBC] . (2.20)

3 Invariants at leading order in fields

We wish to find O(D,D) invariant Lagrangians and to simplify this task we will work order
by order in fields. We will follow a similar approach to the classic paper by Utiyama [48],
which analyzed the possible gauge invariant Lagrangians in some standard gauge theories.

We assume that the action takes the form

Sn =
∫
dX e−2dLn , (3.1)

where n denotes the order in fields and Ln is constructed from the generalized fluxes and
their flat derivatives. We will also assume that at leading order in fields the Lagrangian Ln

is invariant under double Lorentz transformations. We will therefore not consider Chern-
Simons terms (at leading order in fields), since they are not very relevant for the questions
we want to ask.

Let us focus on one of the Lorentz factors with parameters λ(+). To leading order in
fields the non-trivial Lorentz transformations (2.12) become

δFabc ∼ 3∂[aλbc] , δFcab ∼ ∂cλab , δFa ∼ ∂bλba . (3.2)

We denote the derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the fields and their deriva-
tives as

Ga,A1···Ak = ∂Ln

∂(∂A1···Ak
Fa) , Gabc,A1···Ak = ∂Ln

∂(∂A1···Ak
Fabc)

, Gabc,A1···Ak = ∂Ln

∂(∂A1···Ak
Fcab)

.

(3.3)
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To leading order in fields the condition that the Lagrangian be invariant under the λ(+)

transformations then reads
N∑

k=0

(
Ga,A1···Ak∂A1···Ak

bλba + 3Gabc,A1···Ak∂A1···Akcλab +Gabc,A1···Ak∂A1···Akcλab

)
= 0 ,

(3.4)
where N is the highest number of derivatives that occurs. We now follow the same approach
as Utiyama. First we note that terms with different numbers of derivatives acting on λ are
clearly independent, so each term in the sum must vanish separately giving the conditions

Ga,A1···Ak∂A1···Ak

bλba +3Gabc,A1···Ak∂A1···Akcλab +Gabc,A1···Ak∂A1···Akcλab = 0 ∀k . (3.5)

Taking k = 0 this becomes

Ga∂bλba + 3Gabc∂cλab +Gabc∂cλab = 0 . (3.6)

We have to be careful because, due to the section condition ∂aY ∂
aZ + ∂aY ∂

aZ = 0, the
last term can mix with the other two terms. This can of course only happen for terms in
Gabc where the index c is sitting on a derivative. To take this ambiguity into account, we
let Habc denote terms with the index c sitting on a derivative and Habc be the same with
the index c replaced by c. The condition then splits into the two conditions

Gabc +Habc = 0 , ηc[aGb] + 3Gabc +Habc = 0 . (3.7)

Since Habc comes from Habc it cannot contain ηca so it cannot mix with the ηcaGb-term.
The same is true for Gabc since it is anti-symmetric in all three indices. Therefore the
last equation implies Ga = 0 and 3Gabc + Habc = 0. The last condition implies that all
components of Habc vanish except the piece which is anti-symmetric in abc, but since c is
sitting on a derivative by assumption this means that also a and b are sitting on derivatives,
i.e. it takes the form Habc = ∂[aW∂bX∂c]Y Z for some W,X, Y, Z. Clearly the derivatives
cannot act on the same field since that would give zero due to anti-symmetry since the
derivatives commute to leading order. Therefore H has to contain at least three fields.
Therefore, we have found that the Lagrangian can contain fields without a derivative only
in the combination

Fabc∂
aW∂bX∂cY Z + 3Fabc∂

[aW∂bX∂c]Y Z . (3.8)

Clearly by looking also at the λ(−) variation we will find the same but with over(under)lined
indices exchanged, however this is not independent due to the section condition which
implies that FABC∂

AX∂BY ∂CZ = 0.
Next we consider the condition (3.5) at k = 1 which reads

Ga,D∂D
bλba + 3Gabc,D∂Dcλab +Gabc,D∂Dcλab = 0 . (3.9)

Next we must split the index D = (d, d). Note that we may assume that if this index is
sitting on a derivative it takes only the value d, since we can always use the section condition

– 7 –
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in the original Lagrangian to arrange this. The last term can mix with the others in the
same way as for k = 0 but this just gives rise to the same invariant decorated by an
extra derivative so we may ignore this for the moment. Then looking at the ∂dcλab-term
we see that it can only vanish if Gabc,d is actually anti-symmetric in the two underlined
indices. Similarly the ∂dcλab-terms imply that Ga,d ∝ ηad and that Gabc,d is completely
anti-symmetric. The latter however gives a trivial contribution since a term Gabc,d∂dFabc

in the Lagrangian then vanishes due to the Bianchi identity for Fabc. Therefore we may
set Gabc,d = 0. We are left with the following condition(

ηcaGb,d + 3Gabc,d +Gabd,c
)
∂cdλab = 0 . (3.10)

This requires 3Gabc,d + G[ab|d|,c] = 0 but this again leads to something trivial due to the
Bianchi identities, namely ∂[aF|d|bc] ∼

1
3∂dFabc. We conclude that Gabc,d = 0 and the

remaining terms imply Gabd,c = ηc[bGa],d. Putting all this together we have found that the
Lagrangian can contain ∂F only in the combinations

(a) ∂[aFb]cd

(b) ∂aFa

(c) ∂aFb + ∂cFabc

or as (3.8) decorated by extra derivatives. From the λ(−) variation we find the same with
over(under)lined indices exchanged, but these are again not independent.

Considering terms with more derivatives on the fields, corresponding to k > 1 in (3.5),
does not lead to anything new. One just finds that the Lagrangian can depend also on
derivatives of the objects found for k = 0 and k = 1.

4 Invariants at subleading order

We will now formulate the conditions for the leading order invariants to extend to the
next order in fields. At this order, we can no longer require the Lagrangian to be Lorentz
invariant, but we must allow it to transform by a total derivative.

4.1 Two-derivative action

Let us first consider the simplest case of the (two derivative) action itself. There is a unique
leading order invariant at dimension 2 which does not have free indices namely ∂aFa. To
extend this invariant to the next order in fields we take8

L = 4∂aFa + L2, (4.1)

where L2 denotes terms that are quadratic in fields. Requiring this to be invariant, up to
a total derivative, under the λ(+) variation (2.12) gives the condition

2F abC∂Cλba + 4F b∂aλab +Ga∂bλba +Gabc∂cλab + 3Gabc∂cλab + ∂CTC = 0 , (4.2)
8While this is a total derivative at the leading order in fields this will not be the case at the next order.
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where the G’s are defined as in (3.3) and TC encodes the total derivative terms. In this case
it is easy to see that the total derivative terms are not needed and a solution is given by

TC = 0 , Ga = −4F a , Gabc = 2
3F

abc , Gabc = 2F cab , (4.3)

which, upon integration, produces precisely the known Lagrangian [43] (up to the overall
sign and exchange of underlined and overlined indices)

L = 4∂aFa − 2F aFa + F abcFabc + 1
3F

abcFabc . (4.4)

4.2 Higher invariants

We are interested in possible higher order (in α′) invariants that can be added to this lowest
order action. We know from our analysis in the previous section that at the leading order
in fields they must be constructed from the following combinations of fields (or derivatives
of these)

(a) Fabc∂
aW∂bX∂cY Z + 3Fabc∂

[aW∂bX∂c]Y Z

(b) Rabcd ∼ 2∂[aFb]cd

(c) R ∼ ∂aFa

(d) Rab ∼ ∂aFb + ∂cFabc

However, (c) and (d) are, up to subleading terms, the generalized Ricci scalar and general-
ized Ricci tensor, which vanish by the equations of motion of the lowest order action (4.4).
Therefore any invariant built using these can be removed by field redefinitions. Further-
more (a) cannot lead to any invariants of dimension less than 10. This is because the
derivatives must act on fields which are again of the forms listed above. The possibility of
lowest dimension is of the form

Fabc∂
aR∂bR∂cR+ 3Fabc∂

[aR∂bR∂c]R , (4.5)

with all the indices on the R’s contracted. This has dimension 10 and so occurs at order
α′4. Therefore, since we will confine ourselves to invariants up to order α′3, they must be
constructed out of Rabcd and its derivatives at the leading order in fields. The possible
invariants are therefore Rn for n = 2, 3, 4 or ∂2R2, ∂4R2 or ∂2R3. However, that latter
three can actually be removed by field redefinitions (at leading order in fields). To see this
we note that the first of these has the form

Rabcd∂e∂eRabcd . (4.6)

But we may use the fact that ∂[eRab]cd ∼ 0 to write this a something involving the divergence
of R. But now we note that

∂aRabcd ∼ 2∂a∂[aFb]cd ∼ −2∂a∂[cFd]ab ∼ 2∂[c
(
∂d]Fb + ∂aFd]ba

)
, (4.7)

where we used the Bianchi identities (2.8) in the second step. The final expression is
proportional to the equations of motion (to leading order in fields). This shows that terms
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involving a divergence of R can be removed by a field redefinition, modulo terms of higher
order in fields. This rules out non-trivial ∂2R2 and ∂4R2 invariants. Finally the ∂2R3

terms have the three possible structures

Rabef∂dRbcf
g∂dR

c
age , Rabef∂

aRcdfg∂bRcdg
e , Rabef∂eRb

cdg∂fRcadg . (4.8)

The first can be written (up to total derivatives) as terms of the form RR∂2R, which can
be removed just as for R∂2R. The second and third involve (up to a total derivative) the
divergence of R and can therefore also be removed. This leaves us with Rn for n = 2, 3, 4
as the only possible invariants up to order α′3. Therefore our higher derivative corrections
are of the form

L = Rn + Ln+1 + Ln+2 + . . . , (4.9)

where the subscript on L denotes the order in fields. We will analyze the conditions for
Ln+1 to exist.

Before we write these conditions, we must take one more complication into account.
That is the fact that we can also correct the Lorentz transformations themselves at higher
orders in α′. In fact, this is needed to correctly account for the first α′-correction for the
bosonic and heterotic string. To allow for this we take the Lorentz transformation of the
generalized vielbein to be

δEA
MEBM = λAB + λ̂AB , (4.10)

where λ̂AB are higher order in α′ and constructed out of the parameters λAB and the
fields. We may assume that the only non-zero components of λ̂AB are λ̂ab = −λ̂ba since
the diagonal components can be absorbed into the gauge parameters λab and λab.9

The higher order correction to the Lorentz transformations will lead to a mixing of
terms from the lowest order Lagrangian and the higher α′-terms in the Lagrangian. The
variation of the lowest order Lagrangian (4.4) gives rise to

4(∂a − F a)∂bλ̂ba + 4∂a(λ̂abF
b) + 4λ̂ab∂

bF a + 4F abc∂bλ̂ca , (4.11)

at leading order in fields. However, the first two terms lead to total derivative terms and
partially integrating also the last term we find

4(∂aF b + ∂cF
abc)λ̂ba + total derivatives . (4.12)

Now we can state the condition that a leading order invariant, of the form Rn, can be
completed to the next order in fields to

Ln(R) + Ln+1 + . . . . (4.13)
9We have to demand that these transformations close to the order we are working. We have

[δ, δ′]EA
MEBM = [λ′, λ]AB + [λ′, λ̂]AB − [λ, λ̂′]AB + δλ̂′AB − δ′λ̂AB + higher order terms .

Closure of the transformations requires the r.h.s. to be again of the form (4.10) plus a generalized diffeo-
morphism

δEA
MEBM = 2∂[AYB] − FABCY

C .
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The condition coming from (possibly corrected) Lorentz invariance is then, looking only at
the λ(+)-terms in (2.12) and (2.15),10

−GabdeFcde∂
cλab

+
N∑

k=0

(
Ga,A1···Ak∂A1···Ak

bλba + 3Gabc,A1···Ak∂A1···Akcλab +Gabc,A1···Ak∂A1···Akcλab

)
+ 4(∂aF b + ∂cF

abc)λ̂ba = ∂AT
A , (4.14)

where we have defined
Gabcd = ∂Ln

∂Rabcd

, (4.15)

while the remaining G’s are define as in (3.3) with Ln replaced by Ln+1. Here TA accounts
for possible total derivative terms. Expanding λ̂ and TA as11

TA =
N∑

k=0
T abA,A1···Ak∂A1···Ak

λab , λ̂cd =
N∑

k=0
λ̂cd

ab,A1···Ak∂A1···Ak
λab , (4.16)

we get from the terms with no derivatives on λ the condition

4(∂aF c + ∂dF
acd)λ̂ca

ab = ∂cT
abc + ∂cT

abc , (4.17)

while the terms with one derivative on λ give the conditions

−GabdeF c
de−G[aηb]c+3Gabc+Habc+4(∂dF e+∂fF

def )λ̂ed
ab,c =T abc+∂dT

abd,c+∂dT
abd,c ,

(4.18)

Gabc+Habc+4(∂dF e+∂fF
def )λ̂ed

ab,c =T abc+∂dT
abd,c+∂dT

abd,c .

(4.19)

There will of course be more conditions coming from the terms in the variation with two or
more derivatives on λ but the above conditions turn out to be sufficient for our purposes.
Recall that here Habc denotes (arbitrary) terms involving ∂c and Habc is the same with
∂c → ∂c.

It will be convenient to have simpler conditions to deal with, which will be necessary
but not sufficient. This is obtained by noting that the combination ∂dF e +∂fF

def vanishes
(to this order in fields) when the equations of motion are imposed. Therefore if we restrict
ourselves to field configurations solving the equations of motion the λ̂ contributions drop
out. In fact it will be simpler to restrict the field configurations even more to require
FA = ∂aFaBC = ∂aFaBC = 0. Note that this is consistent with the Bianchi identities. The
first condition now becomes

∂cT
abc + ∂cT

abc ∼ 0 (4.20)
10Note that the first two terms in δR in (2.15) don’t contribute.
11We may use the freedom to add a generalized diffeomorphism to the Lorentz transformation to set for

example all λ̂cd
ab,a1···ak = 0.
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and we may set T abC ∼ 0. To see this we note that we may assume that there are no
cancellations between the two terms due to the section condition, since such contributions
would just cancel out in ∂AT

A. Therefore the only way the equation can hold without
restricting the field configurations is if T abC = ∂DT

ab[CD]. But then we can write T abCλab =
∂D(T ab[CD]λab)−T

ab[CD]∂Dλab and the first term drops out and the second has a derivative
on λ and such terms are already accounted for. Finally, suppose we have T abC � 0, e.g.
T abc = F ecdW ab

de for some W ab
de. We must then have F ecd∂cW

ab
de ∼ 0 which requires

W ab
de = ∂dW

ab
e. But if this is the case we may again take the derivative to act on λ instead

(up to terms involving a divergence of F ecd) and such terms are already accounted for.
Therefore we may drop T abC completely and the remaining conditions reduce to

−GabdeF c
de −G[aηb]c + 3Gabc +Habc ∼ ∂DT

abD,c , Gabc +Habc ∼ ∂DT
abD,c . (4.21)

These simplified conditions turn out to be enough to rule out O(D,D) invariants of the
form R3 and R4. An invariant of the form R2 is known to exist and we will now see how
it can be derived from these conditions.

5 R2 invariant

The only possible structure of the form R2 is

L2 = RabcdRabcd . (5.1)

We want to find L3, cubic in fields, such that

L2 + L3 (5.2)

is Lorentz invariant up to terms of higher order in fields and total derivatives. We will
show that L3 exists and reproduces the known cubic terms in the α′-corrected action.
At the same time, our analysis fixes the correction to the Lorentz transformations again
reproducing the known correction and showing that the result at this order is unique.

We will first work in the approximation FA ∼ ∂aFaBC ∼ ∂aFaBC ∼ 0. Then we need
to satisfy the conditions (4.21), which become,

−2RabdeF c
de−G[aηb]c+3Gabc+Habc ∼ total derivatives , Gabc+Habc ∼ total derivatives .

(5.3)
If we symmetrize the first equation in bc and drop terms where these indices are sitting on
a derivative the last two terms on the l.h.s. drop out and we find the condition

− 2Ra(b
deF

c)de − 1
2G

aηbc + 1
2G

(bηc)a ∼ ∂b,c − terms + total derivatives . (5.4)

Furthermore, since

Ra(b
deF

c)de ∼ 1
2∂

a(F b
deF

cde)− ∂(bF |a|deF
c)de (5.5)
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we find that Ga ∼ total derivatives. Going back to the original equations and noting that

Rab
deF

cde ∼ 3
2R

[ab
deF

c]de + ∂[a(F b]
deF

cde)− ∂cF [a
deF

b]de (5.6)

we read off

Gabc ∼R[ab
deF

c]de + total derivatives ,

Habc ∼ − 2∂cF [a
deF

b]de + total derivatives , (5.7)

Gabc ∼ 2∂cF [a
deF

b]de + total derivatives .

Clearly we will find the same conditions with overlined and underlined indices exchanged
by looking at the λ(−)-variation. The fact that Gabc depends on Fcab while Gabc does not
depend on Fabc is potentially in conflict with the integrability condition

∂2L

∂Fdef∂Fabc

= ∂2L

∂Fabc∂Fdef

or ∂Gabc

∂Fdef

= ∂Gefd

∂Fabc

. (5.8)

However, in the present case this condition becomes

ηd[cRab]
ef ∼ total derivatives , (5.9)

which is indeed satisfied since Rab
ef ∼ 2∂[aF b]

ef . Therefore we do not encounter a problem
in this case, but we will see that in the R4 case we are not so lucky.

So far we worked in the approximation FA ∼ ∂aFaBC ∼ ∂aFaBC ∼ 0. We must now go
back and solve the general conditions (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) including these terms. The
first step is to determine the total derivative terms TA. Consider the first condition (4.17).
We will now argue that we may set T abC = 0. Since we may assume that T abC contains
only terms with FA or a divergence of FABC we find that in this case it can consist only of
the following terms

F abD∂EFC
DE , FCE[a∂DF

b]D
E , FD∂

CF abD , F [a∂DF
b]CD , FC∂DF

abD ,

∂[aFDF
b]CD , ∂CFDF

abD , F [a∂b]FC , (5.10)

where each projection of the indices CDE should be considered an independent term. The
fact that ∂CT

abC is proportional to ∂aF c + ∂dF
acd implies that, in particular, there should

not be terms with two derivatives acting on one field. This reduces the above possibilities
to only

F abE∂DF
[CD]

E , F [a∂DF
b][CD] . (5.11)

It is now easy to see that the only solution to (4.17) is T abC = λ̂cd
ab = 0. It remains only

to solve the conditions (4.18) and (4.19) or

−2RabdeF c
de−G[aηb]c+3Gabc+Habc+4(∂dF e+∂fF

def )λ̂ed
ab,c =∂dT

abd,c+∂dT
abd,c ,

(5.12)

Gabc+Habc =∂dT
abd,c+∂dT

abd,c .

(5.13)
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Here we have used the freedom in making a generalized diffeomorphism to set λ̂ed
ab,c = 0.

To solve these we note that T abC,D ∼ F 2 and the possible terms are (each projection of
the index E is an independent term)

F abEFCD
E , FCE[aF b]D

E , F [aF b]CD , FCFDab , FDFCab ,

ηCDUab , ηC[aV b]D , ηD[aW b]C , (5.14)

for some U, V,W quadratic in F ’s. We will assume that the Lagrangian does not contain
terms involving a divergence of F , which we can always arrange by partial integrations.
This means that in the above conditions the terms involving divergences of F can only be
canceled by the λ̂-terms. Since there are no such terms in the second equation it is not
hard to see that the only solution is

T abd,c = c1F
abeFe

cd+c2Fe
abF cde+ηcdUab

1 , T abd,c = c1F
abeF cd

e+c2Fe
abF dec+ηd[aW

b]c
1 ,

(5.15)
for some c1, c2 and

Gabc = c1∂
dF abeF c

de + c1∂dF
abeFe

cd + c2∂dFe
abF dec + c2∂dFe

abF cde + 2c1F
abe∂cFe

− 2c1F
ab

e∂
(eF c) + 2c2F

eab∂cFe − 2c2Fe
ab∂(eF c) + ∂[aW

b]c
1 + ∂cUab

1 −Habc .

(5.16)

Looking at the structure of the divergence terms in (5.12) a little work shows that we
must take

T abd,c = c3F
abeFe

cd + c4F
ed[aFe

b]c + ηcdUab
2 + ηd[aV

b]c
2 + ηc[aW

b]d
2 , (5.17)

T abd,c = c5Fe
abF cde + c6F

[a|de|Fe
b]c + ηc[aW

b]d
3 . (5.18)

Using this in (5.12) we find c3 = c4 = 0, W bd
3 = 0,

V bc
2 = 1

2(c5 − 4)F bdeF c
de + c7FeF

ebc + ηbcV , W bd
2 = c8F

efbFef
d (5.19)

and

λ̂ed
ab,c = −1

4c5Fd
abδc

e −
1
4c8Fde

[aηb]c ,

Gabc = −1
2(c5 − 4)∂[aF b

deF
c]de + 1

2c7∂
[aFeF

|e|bc] + 1
3c7F

e∂eF
abc , (5.20)

Habc = ∂cUab
2 + 1

2(c5 − 4)∂cF [a
deF

b]de + 1
2(2c5 − c7)∂cFeF

eab − c7Fe∂
cF eab ,

Ga = c8∂
dF efaFefd − c8∂dFeF

dea − ∂aV .

Plugging Habc into the expression for Gabc and requiring that there be no terms involving
∂[AFB], since these contain a divergence of F by the Bianchi identities (2.8), gives c1 = 0
and c7 = 2c5 − 4c2.

Finally, to complete the analysis we need to look also at the terms in the variation of
the Lagrangian with two derivatives on λ (we cannot have more than two derivatives at
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this order in α′). From (4.14) we get the conditions (note that λ̂ed
ab,CD = 0, T abC,DE = 0

and Habc,D = 0 since there aren’t enough derivatives available at this order in α′)

−G[a,|(dηc)|b] + 3Gab(c,d) = T ab(c,d) , (5.21)

−G[a,|d|ηb]c + 3Gabc,d +Gabd,c = T abc,d + T abd,c , (5.22)

Gab(c,d) = T ab(c,d) . (5.23)

We may use Bianchi identities to set Gabc,d = 0. Plugging in the T ’s we get (note that for
example Gab(c,d) cannot have a term proportional to ηcd since this would mean divergence
terms in the Lagrangian contrary to our assumptions)

Uab
1 = Uab

2 = 0 , V = 0 (5.24)

and

Gab(c,d) = Gab(c,d) = 0 , Ga,c = (c2 − 2)F adeF c
de + 2(c5 − 2c2)FeF

eac + c8F
deaFde

c ,

Ga,d = W
ad
1 , Gabd,c = (c5 − c2)Fe

abF cde + c6F
[a|de|Fe

b]c . (5.25)

Finally, imposing the integrability conditions, we find c5 = 2c2, c6 = c8 = 0, W ad
1 = 0,

Ga = Ga,d = Gab(c,d) = Gab(c,d) = 0 (5.26)

and we have the one-parameter family of solutions12

λ̂ed
ab,c = −1

2aFd
abδc

e ,

Gabc = (2− a)∂[aF b
deF

c]de

Gabc = −2a∂(dF c)Fd
ab + a∂dFe

abF dec + a∂dFe
abF cde − (a− 2)∂cF [a

deF
b]de , (5.27)

Ga,c = (a− 2)F adeF c
de ,

Gabd,c = aFe
abF cde ,

where we renamed c2 to a. Remembering that the λ(−) variation will give us similar expres-
sions where the over(under)lined indices are interchanged we finally find the Lagrangian

L =RabcdRabcd − a∂eF
cF eabFcab + aF abcFa

de∂bFcde − aF
cdeFd

ab∂cFeab

− b∂eF
cF eabFcab + bF abcFa

de∂bFcde − bF cabFa
de∂cFbde +O(F 4) , (5.28)

with a and b satisfying a + b = 2. Up to the overall coefficient and total derivative terms
this action coincides with the two-parameter action constructed in [15]. This is easy to see
using the simplified form given in [47] (see also [49]). Note that our derivation fixes the
modification of the double Lorentz transformations (4.10) at the same time to be

δEa
MEbM = −a2∂aλ

cdFbcd + b

2∂bλ
cdFacd , (5.29)

in agreement with the transformations proposed in [15]. Having reproduced the known
results up to order α′ we will now look for O(D,D) invariants at order α′2 and α′3.

12Note that the apparent difference compared to (5.7) is accounted for by the total derivative terms.
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6 R3 invariant

There is only one possible structure for the R3-terms namely

L3 = Ra
bdeR

bcefRcaf
d . (6.1)

We will now show that it is not possible to find an L4, quartic in the fields, such that
L3 +L4 is Lorentz invariant up to total derivatives and higher order terms in the fields. To
do this we look at the necessary conditions (4.21) where we are neglecting terms involving
FA or a divergence of FABC . If we symmetrize the first equation in bc and drop terms
where one of these indices is sitting on a derivative we find

3F (c
deR

b)
fg

eRafgd + 1
2G

aηbc − 1
2G

(bηc)a ∼ ∂b,c − terms + total derivatives . (6.2)

This simplifies further to

3F (c
de∂fF

b)e
g∂

aF fgd + 1
2G

aηbc − 1
2G

(bηc)a ∼ ∂b,c − terms + total derivatives . (6.3)

Linearizing the first term using (2.20) it becomes (up to the terms we are not keeping
track of)

− 6ê(b|d|∂
fg êc)e∂a

deêfg , (6.4)

which clearly cannot be written as a total derivative or canceled by the Ga-terms. This
shows that no (independent) O(D,D) invariant R3-terms exist. Of course, R3-terms can
be, and are, part of the higher order completion of the R2-invariant [22]. What we have
shown here is that they cannot come with an independent coefficient. Note that so far our
results are consistent with the string α′-expansion.

7 R4 invariant

Consider L = L4 + L5 where

L4 ∼ R4 , L5 ∼ ∂3F 5 . (7.1)

We will show that no L5, which would make L Lorentz invariant up to total derivatives
and higher order terms in the fields, exists.

It will be enough to work in the approximation where we neglect all terms involving
FA or a divergence of FABC . We then have the necessary conditions (4.21). In particular,
the first equation says that

−GabdeF c
de −G[aηb]c + 3Gabc +Habc ∼ total derivatives . (7.2)

Symmetrizing in bc and neglecting for the moment terms where the index b or c is sitting
on a derivative the last two terms on the l.h.s. drop out and we find the condition

−Ga(b
deF

c)de − 1
2G

aηbc + 1
2G

(bηc)a ∼ total derivatives + ∂b,c − terms , (7.3)
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which strongly constrains the possible form of the R4-terms. To see this we note that the
R4-terms have eight possible structures

L4 = c1I1 + c2I2 + . . .+ c8I8 , (7.4)

with

I1 =RabefR
abefRcdghR

cdgh , I5 =RabefRcd
efRbc

ghR
dagh ,

I2 =RabefR
cdefRabghRcdgh , I6 =RabefR

cdfgRab
ghRcd

he , (7.5)

I3 =RabefR
abfgRcdghR

cdhe , I7 =RabefR
bcfgRcdghR

dahe ,

I4 =RabefR
bcefRcdghR

dagh , I8 =RabefR
bcfgRcd

heRda
gh .

Taking the derivative of L4 with respect to Rabcd gives Gabcd and the condition (7.3)
becomes

c4F
c
de∂

fF bde∂dF aghRfdgh + c4F
c
de∂

fF bgh∂dF adeRfdgh + 2c5F
c
de∂fF

bgh∂dF
a

ghR
fdde

+ 2c7F
c
de∂

fF beg∂dF ahdRfdgh + c8F
c
de∂

fF beg∂dF a
ghRfd

hd + c8F
cde∂fF bgh∂dF a

egRfdhd

− 1
4G

aηbc + 1
4G

bηca + (b↔ c) ∼ total derivatives + ∂a,b,c − terms , (7.6)

where for simplicity we ignored also terms involving ∂a. This condition requires that the
derivative can be taken out of the first two factors (recall that we are dropping divergences
of F ), which in turn requires

c4 = 2c5 , c8 = 2c7 . (7.7)

We also find Ga ∼ 0. Repeating the calculation but this time keeping track of the ∂a-terms
one finds the additional conditions

c5 = −4c1 = −2c2 , c7 = −2c3 = −4c6 . (7.8)

Clearly we will find similar conditions when we look at the λ(−) variation and therefore we
should impose that L4 is symmetric under exchanging underlined and overlined indices.
This requires c6 = −4c1 and leads to a unique expression

L4 =RabefR
bcfgRcdheR

dagh + 1
2RabefR

bcfgRcdghR
dahe − 1

4RabefR
abfgRcdghR

cdhe

− 1
4RabefR

bcefRcdghR
dagh − 1

8RabefRcd
efRbc

ghR
dagh − 1

8RabefR
cdfgRab

ghRcd
he

+ 1
16RabefR

cdefRabghRcdgh + 1
32RabefR

abefRcdghR
cdgh , (7.9)

up to an overall coefficient. Remarkably, ignoring the difference between the over-
/underlined indices, this is precisely the form of the R4-terms in the string effective ac-
tion (1.1), namely

L4 = 1
3 · 27 t8t8R

4 , (7.10)
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with t8 (t8) defined as in (1.4) with over(under)lined indices. Note that the ε8ε8-terms are
absent, but this is consistent since these terms are a total derivative at the leading order
in fields. At this stage things seem very promising but we are not done yet.

Going back to (7.2) we can now extract

Gabc ∼ td1···d8F [a
d1d2

Kbc]
d3···d8

+ ∂[aW∂bX∂c]Y Z + total derivatives (7.11)

for some W,X, Y, Z where

Kab
c1···c6

= 3
32R

de
c1c2

Rdec3c4
Rab

c5c6
− 3

8R
ad

c1c2
Rbe

c3c4
Rdec5c6

− 3
8∂

aF d
c1c2

∂bF e
c3c4

Rdec5c6
+ 1

8∂
dF a

c1c2
∂eF b

c3c4
Rdec5c6

. (7.12)

We also find Habc but all we need to know about these terms is that they do not contain
Fabc or Fabc, which is clear from the fact that Gabcd does not contain these fields.13

But now we have to worry about satisfying the integrability condition

∂2L

∂Fdef∂Fabc

= ∂2L

∂Fabc∂Fdef

or ∂Gabc

∂Fdef

= ∂Gefd

∂Fabc

. (7.13)

The l.h.s. is ηd[a(t8K)bc]ef plus total derivatives and, using the second condition in (4.21)
with over(under)lined indices exchanged, the r.h.s. vanishes up to total derivatives. This
therefore requires (t8K)abef to be a total derivative, since otherwise there will be an ob-
struction to writing the R4 terms in O(D,D) covariant form. As a first check one can
verify that the Lorentz variation of (t8K)abef is indeed a total derivative. It is not very
hard to show that

(t8K)abef ∼ −3
2 t

efg1···g6∂aF c
g1g2

∂bF d
g3g4

∂cFdg5g6
+ total derivatives . (7.14)

To see whether the first term is a total derivative we linearize the expression using (2.20)
and we get14

(t8K)ab
ef ∼ −48∂[a

[eê|dh|∂
b]ch

f ]ê
dg êcg + 24∂[a

[eê|dh|∂
b]cg

f ]ê
dhêcg + . . . , (7.15)

where the ellipsis stands for terms of higher order and total derivatives. It is clear from
the structure that this cannot be written as a total derivative. Therefore there is indeed
an obstruction to completing the O(D,D) invariant R4-terms with terms of fifth order
in fields. The existence of these terms in the string effective action means that it is not
compatible with O(D,D) symmetry.

13There is a small caveat here in that there are ambiguous terms that can cancel between Gabc and Habc.
These are the terms involving W,X, Y, Z in Gabc. We could then have for example W = F

abc
but all we

will actually need is that the derivative of Habc with respect to F
efg

is a total derivative, which is indeed
the case either way.

14Alternatively one can linearize (7.12) directly. Note that we are dropping terms involving ∂2ê, ∂aêaB

or ∂aêaB which also implies that terms with a contracted derivative ∂aê∂
aêê vanish up to total derivatives.
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8 Conclusions

We have analyzed possible O(D,D) invariants up to order α′3 (excluding Chern-Simons
terms). We have found that the only higher derivative O(D,D) invariant up to this order
is of the form Riemann squared. In fact it is known to capture the first α′ correction to the
bosonic and heterotic string effective actions [15] and it seems likely that its completion ac-
counts also for the α′2 correction in these theories [21, 22]. The absence of any R4 invariant
at order α′3 is problematic however. Such terms are known to appear in all string theories
with the transcendental coefficient ζ(3). It therefore appears, barring some loophole in our
analysis, that the frameworks of DFT/generalized geometry/Exceptional Field Theory15

are not able to account for all the string α′ corrections beyond order α′2. Optimistically
one could hope that all corrections with non-transcendental coefficients can be cast in an
O(D,D) invariant form. Note that this statement applies to the uncompactified theory.
Of course, if one compactifies on T d the O(d, d) symmetry should be there to all orders in
α′ [2]. It would be interesting to try to use it to constrain the form of higher α′ corrections
using similar tools to those used here (see [37, 38] for a somewhat different approach).

Note that in our analysis we have allowed for a general modification of the double
Lorentz transformations. We did not modify the generalized diffeomorphisms. However,
this does not lead to any loss of generality since a modification of these necessarily takes
the form δ′EA

MEBM = ZAB, for some anti-symmetric ZAB, which is equivalent to a
modification of the double Lorentz transformations (4.10). The only difference is that the
transformation of the generalized dilaton could be non-zero, but this also does not affect
our analysis since it leads to terms involving FA, which we were neglecting anyway.

Our results might have important consequences for generalizations of T-duality such
as non-abelian and Poisson-Lie T-duality. In the O(D,D) covariant formulation these
dualities become very simple (e.g. [50]) and this fact has been used recently to find their
first α′ correction [24–26]. These results extend to any order in α′ as long as an O(D,D)
covariant formulation exists. Since this does not appear to be the case at order α′3, this
argument breaks down at this order. In light of this it would be interesting to investigate
the fate of these generalized T-dualities at order α′3. Similar comments apply to closely
related integrable deformations of the string sigma model, whose α′ correction was found
using O(D,D) in [27]. Again our analysis suggests potential problems for these at order
α′3. Of course, when we restrict to abelian T-dualities and deformations built using these,
there should not be any problem in completing them to all orders in α′.
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15Note that we have only used basic features of the O(D,D) covariant formulation which are shared by
these different duality symmetric formalisms. In particular the same conclusion should follow if one uses
the metric-like formulation of DFT rather than the frame-like flux formulation used here. Note also that
requiring only O(d, d) with d < D (without restricting the form of the background) does not evade the
problems encountered here (as long as say d > 2).
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A Argument that Lagrangian is expressed in terms of the generalized
fluxes

Here we will argue that generalized diffeomorphism invariance requires the Lagrangian to
be expressed in terms of the generalized fluxes. We follow the Utiyama approach [48] used
in section 3. Under a generalized diffeomorphism, parametrized by YA, the generalized
vielbein transforms as

δEA
MEBM = 2∂[AYB] − FABCY

C . (A.1)

When A and B are both over(under)lined this can be absorbed into a double Lorentz
transformation, so we may keep only the transformations with say A = a, B = b. For
simplicity we will ignore the dependence on the generalized dilaton. Defining

GM
A,B1···Bk = ∂L

∂(∂B1···Bk
EA

M ) , (A.2)

and looking only at the Ya-terms, the requirement that the Lagrangian be invariant16 is

N∑
k=0

(
GM

a,B1···Bk∂B1···Bk
(EbM [−∂bYa+FbacY

c])+GM
a,B1···Bk∂B1···Bk

(EbM [∂aYb−FabcY
c])
)

= 0 . (A.3)

Terms with different numbers of derivatives of Ya are independent and looking at the terms
with the maximum number of derivatives of Ya gives

Gab,B1···BN∂B1···BN bYa −Gba,B1···BN∂B1···BN bYa = 0 . (A.4)

The part of Gab,B1···BN anti-symmetric in the first two indices can only vanish in the
case N = 0, corresponding to the trivially invariant terms ηAB and HAB. For N > 0
the expression can only vanish because of anti-symmetry in b and one of the Bi indices.
Looking at the Ya-terms instead we will find a similar condition with over(under)lined
indices exchanged. Together these imply that GAB,B1···BN is anti-symmetric in (say) the
first three indices. This means that the terms in the Lagrangian with the most derivatives of
EA

M are actually of the form 3∂B2···BN [B1EA
MEB]M = ∂B2···BN

FABB1 . Now we can repeat
the same argument for the terms with N−1 derivatives of EA

M and so on. Finally, including
also the generalized dilaton one finds that it should appear through the generalized flux FA.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.

16We have not allowed for invariance up to total derivatives here, but we expect the end result to be the
same also in that case.
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